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Despite increasing interest in non-ve r-
bal media, they are still less well un-




by William 0 . Winn 
It is safe to say that, in spite of increasing interest in 
non-verbal media, they are still less well understood than 
forms of communication that use verbal languages. By 
and large, non-verbal media express meaning through 
codes and conventions that rely upon spalial re lat ion· 
ships among elements in the visual disp lays which en· 
compass them, (which is why I have called them "spatial 
media" rather than the less precise though more usual 
"visual media"). 
Any consideration, however, of learning from spatial 
media, within the current cognitive paradigm, must be 
based upon an analysis and understanding of internal cog-
nit ive processes and forms of representation which en-
able learners to construct knowledge (Neisser, 1976; 
Piaget, 1967; Papert, 1980). This ·article therefore picks up 
some of the ideas expressed in earlier reviews of research 
related lo cognitive processes and spat ial media (Winn, 
1980a, 1982a) and pursues them with a more particular 
focus on processing the spatial codes of these media. 
A theme, derived ultimately from the debate about 
imaginal and proposit iona l representation (Kosslyn, 1980, 
1981; Pyly shyn, 1981), that will recur in this paper is the 
fundamental distinction in spatial processing between 
serial and parallel , or better, successive and simultaneous 
processes. Final ly , the importance of such considerations 
for instructional design will be discussed. 
Basic principles 
Certain results from research into learning from spa· 
t ial media (and into learn ing in general) have recurred with 
sufficient frequency that they are accepted as axiomatic. 
The following are some of these basic princ iples. 
1. Spatial media and the information they contain in· 
volve a) elements, and b) relationships among them, each 
of which can be varied in Instruction. A thorough discus· 
sion of this aspect of spatial media can be found in 
Knowlton's (1966) artic le "On the Definition of 'Picture,'··. 
The elements in any visual dis play, as Knowlton points 
out, can vary from the highly realistic to the completely 
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conventional. One thinks of maps where buildings are 
shown as little pictures or as black dots. Similarly, the re· 
lationships among elements can vary in real ism, from iSO· 
morphic to real ity , as in topographical maps, to arbitrary, 
as in block diagrams. 
2. In perception, all in formation Is encountered se· 
quentially, element by element. We tend to think of read· 
ing language as a sequential process and looking at spa· 
tial media as somehow holistic. However, we see by 
means of a series of rapid ocular fixations which take in 
only one detail of a visual display at a time, as studies of 
eye movements have shown (Yarbus, 1967). So while the 
order In which the elements in spatial materials are "read" 
may not be as predetermine.d as the order in which words 
are read in a text, they are nonetheless apprehended one 
after the other. 
3. It is through the way in which these sequentially 
encountered elements in a visual d isplay are synthesized 
into a meaningful aggregate that differences in process· 
ing occur. Das, Ki rby and Jarman (1975, 1979) have pro· 
posed that there are two ways in wh ich this synthesis can 
happen-sim ultaneously or successively . Wilen per· 
ceived elements are synthesized simult aneously, all of the 
accumulated information is surveyable by the learner at 
any one time. Each new element in the visual display is 
added to the aggregate in memory in the same way that a 
piece is added to a j igsaw puzzle. In the case of succes-
sive synthesis, the order in which the elements are en-
countered is meaningful. There is not the necessity for the 
learner to be able to survey all of the accumulated infor ma-
tion at once. People tend to conclude from this that text is 
synthesized successively and that visual displays are syn-
thesized simultaneously. However, it is not as simple as 
that. Reading involves both processes, and as the mean-
ing of a text becomes more complex, simultaneous syn-
thesis becomes more important (Kirby and Das, 1977; 
Cummins and Das, 1977). This is because in more complex 
sentences meaning is accessible only if learners are able 
to survey information given early in the sentence at the 
same time as the information given later which modifies it. 
On the other hand, in processing spat ial media, the suc-
cession of elements is often meaningful, as we shall see. 
4. Learning occurs when the information presented In 
spatial media interacts with existing knowledge sc he· 
mata, learner ability, learning strategy, learner perception 
of the task, and a whole host o f other things. This interac-
tive nature of learning has been discussed frequently 
(Salomon, 1979; Neisser, 1976; Bransford, 1979; Rumelhart 
and Norman, 1981) and will not be pursued here. But an im-
plicat
ion 
of this particular principle is that there is no 
magic link between the forms that spatial media are given 
and the way that they are processed and learned. Too 
many other variables interact with media form and learn-
ing for prescriptive links (or "media utilization pr inciples") 
to be established with any certainty. 
Spatial codes and processing 
We will now look at research into certain "spatial 
codes" and cognitive processing that is built upon these 
basic princ iples. Specifically, studies concerning the 
meaningfulness of elements in spat ial media, relation· 
ships among elements and learning strategies will be dis· 
cussed. 
The elements in a visual display are either meaningful 
on their own or become meaningful only when combined 
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with other elements. Cognitive processing Is influenced 
by which of these two categories the elements of a part ic· 
ular visual display belong to, as two recent experiments 
have shown (Winn, 1982b). Subjects were shown either 
random seQuences of lett ers or random seQuences of 
lines on a computer screen. (When put together, the lines 
formed complete geometric figures.) Subjects had either 
to remember and draw the sequences of lines or letters in 
the order in which they were shown or draw the patterns 
(or figures) that the letters or l ines formed when synthe· 
sized into an aggregate. These are obviously successive 
and simultaneous tasks. Subjects who saw the lines were 
far more successful with the simultaneous task than wilh 
the successive, while the reverse was true for subjects 
who saw letters. Sinc e letters of the alphabel are more 
meaningful on their own (more " nameable" if you like) 
than isolateCI line segments from a figure, this suggests 
thal meanlnglu l elements are generally processed sue· 
cessively, wh ile less meaningfu l elements are processed 
simultaneously. However, the contiguity of one element 
with the next is also a factor in this, as a second experi· 
ment showed. 
Two more treatments were added in lhe second ex· 
periment. A third group of subjects was shown letters and 
had to recall jusl the posili on of each and mark It wil h an 
X. A fourth group was simply shown X's, the positions o f 
which they had lo recall. Only the simultaneous task was 
used. Subjects seeing letters but recalling only positions 
and subjects seeing X's performed significantly better 
than subjects having to recall letters and their positions. 
But these two groups still did not perform as well as sub-
jects conslructing figures oul o f I Ines, suggesting that the 
contiguity of elements (lines) In a geometric figure makes 
it easier to synthesize through simultaneous processing. 
When low-meaningful elements like X's are not contigu· 
ous, they can slill be synlhesized into pattems, though 
not so easily. And when lhe nature of each element has to 
be remembered as well as Its position, performance is rel· 
atively poor. Interestingly, when subjects from the letters 
group were re-scored so that they were given a point 
whenever a le tier was in the correct posit ion, regardless of 
whether it was lhe right letter, their scores improved sig· 
nificantly and were no different from the two groups who 
drew X's. 
What these two experiments suggest Is that the 
meaningfulness of individual elements in spatial media af· 
fects the way In which l hey will be processed. In addition, 
the re lat Ive positions of the elements can be recalled best 
if they are conllguous and If only their position, not their 
name, has to be remembered. If meaning Is deriveable 
from the elements themselves, it will be more difficult for 
learners to derive meaning from the patterns that the ele-
ments form. 
An important influence on the way studen ls process 
informal ion In spatial media Is the fact lhat we read En· 
glish left to right, top to bottom. Learners tenCI to " read" 
spatial materials in the same way with the result that if the 
materials do not conform to lhe traditional format, difficul· 
ties arise. In a study of learning from diagrams (Winn, 
1982c), students learned aboul the evolution of dinosaurs 
from a flow diagram. The animals evolved from left to 
right, and a lime sc ale showing geologica l periods and 
time in millions of years ran across the top. A second d ia· 
gram was prepared in which the dinosaurs were shown 
evolving from right to left with the time scale at the bot· 
tom. On tests of their knowledge of evolutionary se· 
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quence and classification by period and type of dinosaur, 
subjects who saw the reversed diagram performed sig· 
nificantly less well than those who saw the normal dia· 
gram. (On two tests, they performed no belter lh an a con· 
trol group.) Subsequently, eye movements of other sub· 
jects viewing the same materials have been recorded. 
While the analysis of these data has not been completed 
at the time of writing, initial analysis seems to suggest 
that the difficulty with the reversed diagram stems from 
Its co unlerlng nor mal scanning behavior. 
An apt itude-treatment in terac tion was found. For 
classification of dinosaurs by type, subjects who were low 
verbal anCI high spatial performed better on the reversed 
diagram than subjects who were high verbal and low 
spatial, there being no difference for the normal diagram. 
This suggests that learners who are better at processing 
spatial materials as patterns are less affected by depar· 
tu res from the normal way of presenting information in 
spalial media than those who would be more likely 10 pro· 
cess that information as sequences. While it is un likely 
thal spatial materials as perverse as the reversed diagram 
used in this study would be prepared by instructional de· 
signers, these findings certainly suggest precepts of 
which instructional designers would do well to lake heed. 
Spatial media can also be used to convey Information 
about conceptual distances among concepts. (We think of 
a cat as being "closer 10" a dog than to an aardvark.) In an 
earlier study (Winn, 1980b}, subjects learned about food 
chains from a short text. One group was also shown a dia· 
gram of a typical food chain that had been constructed to 
represent conceplual distances as physical distances on 
the page. For example, hawks were placed closer to mice 
than to plants because in a food chain they eat mice not 
plants. It was found that the addition of the diagram to the 
text helped high abilit y learners but did not help those of 
lower ability. One interpretalion of these data is that high 
ability learners were able to employ the diagram in a 
spatial processing strategy, which enabled them to orga· 
nize the materia l more effectively, while low abi lity learn · 
ers were unable to see the connection between the dia· 
gram and a usefu l learning strategy they might employ to 
good effect. 
This conclusion leads directly to the consideralion of 
metacognitlon and learning from spatial media. Meta· 
cognition involves the processes whereby decisions are 
made by learners about which slrategies to use (see 
Gagne, 1977; Lawson, 1980) . In a study (Winn, 1982d) 
which used tasks similar to the sequence and pattern re· 
call tasks described above (but using letters only), one 
group of subjects was given lnstruclion in the use of 
simultaneous and successive learning strategies and was 
told which of the two tasks (recall pattern of letters or lel· 
ter sequence) to perform before each trial. A second group 
was nol given instruction in strategies, and a third group 
was not told which of lhe two tasks to perform unti l after 
the sets of stimuli had been presented. In this way, learn· 
Ing strategy and knowledge of the task were varied . It was 
found that subjects who had been taught learning strate· 
gies performed belter than those who had simply been 
told which task to perform, while the latter In turn per-
formed better than subjects who did nol have knowledge 
of the task until after the materials had been presented. 
Aptitude-treatment Interactions were found showing lhat 
for both simultaneous and successive tasks, knowled ge 
of task improved lhe performance of high ability learners 
relative to their perlormance when knowledge of task was 
13 
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withheld unti l after the stimuli had been presented. How· 
ever, unlike with high ability learners, knowledge of task 
alone was not sufficient to improve the performance of 
low ability learners. These performed significantly better 
only If they had been given instruction in an appropriate 
learning strategy. 
These results suggest two things. First, simulta· 
neous and successive learning strategies can be taught to 
learners with the result that their processing of informa· 
lion in spatial media improves. Second, provided they 
know what the task is, high ability learners are able to de· 
cide on an appropriate learning strategy for themselves, 
while low ability 
learners 
need to be taught the strategy 
and when to use i t. This conclusion is consistent with 
Bovy's (1981) th.eory, which relates learning strategies and 
mental abi lity. Generally, high abil ity learners can make 
better metacognitive decisions than learners of low abil· 
ity. 
Relevance to educational technology 
Educational technology Is concerned with the appli· 
cation of knowledge to the practical tasks of education 
(AECT, 1977). One ramification of this Is that educational 
technology is concerned with design in the precise sense 
that the term is used by Simon (1969) to Indicate a "linking 
science" between theory and practice. The design and de· 
velopment of instruction are therefore both central to edu· 
cational technology and involve procedure for applying 
theory to pract ical problems. 
Much of the theory that enables instructional design· 
ers to make useful practical decisions has been derived 
from research into learning and instruct ion. In particu lar, a 
great deal of this research has had to do with the ways in 
which information is presented to learners, cognitive pro· 
cesses, learner ability and learn ing tasks (see Bransford, 
1979, pp. 6·9). This is precisely where the research de· 
scribed f its in. In "optimizing alternatives" (Simon, 1969), 
instructional designers must consider all forms of media, 
learners of all levels of ability, and all types of potent ially 
useful learning strategies. Spatial media, simultaneous 
and successive processes, and the learning strategies 
that have been described will all at some time or another 
become grist to the instructional designer's mill. 
There are as well more specific ways in which this re· 
search is relevant to instructional designs. When prepar· 
ing spatial media (diagrams, for instance), the designer 
should not use highly meaningful elements if the inten· 
tlon Is to show how the elements are related to each other. 
In extracting meaning from the elements, learners will find 
it more difficult to synthesize all the elements into the in· 
tended aggregate. Making elements contiguous (by link· 
ing them with l ines, perhaps) might improve learners' abll· 
ity to discern how the elements are related to each other. 
Designers should not allow spatial media to violate the 
left to right, top to bottom convention, particularly with 
learners who are low spatial and l inear processors. De· 
signers can use spatial media to make conceptual rela· 
tionshlps explicit. However, only high ability learners are 
l ikely to use such representations unprompted. But de· 
signers can build instruction in relevant learning strategies 
into instruct ional materials, particularly when they are 
going to be used by low ability learners. This plan will 
overcome low ability learners ' difficulty in selecting ap· 
propriate strategies for themselves. 
These are just a few "design principles" that emerge 
from this selection of research on spatial media. A list of 
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principles specifically for the design of diagrams is pro· 
vided by Winn and Holliday (1982), and other relevant pr in· 
ciples are to be found among those given by Fleming and 
Levie (1978). It is to be hoped that future research will shed 
even more light on the interactions that exist among the 
codes of spatial media and cognition so that even more 
guidance can be furn ished to instructionaf designers for 
their important task. 
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